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1 Introduction

• There is broad agreement in linguistic theory that arguments and adjuncts must be distin-
guished, but there is substantial disagreement as to how thedistinction is to be represented
and how borderline cases should be captured.

• There are a number of representational options:

⊙ In Principles and Parameters Theory (Chomsky 1981, 1995), an argument is either the
complement or specifier of a head, whereas an adjunct is adjoined at the XP level.

⊙ In some versions of Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar, an adjunct is distin-
guished by being a member of theDEPSlist but not a member of theVALENCE lists or
of theARG-ST list (Bouma et al. 2001).

⊙ In LFG, there is a hybrid approach. Adjuncts are distinguished at f-structure by being
a member of a predicate’sADJUNCT set, whereas arguments fill specific grammatical
functions, such asSUBJ, OBJ, etc. However, given the structure-function mapping prin-
ciples proposed byBresnan(2001) and developed further byToivonen(2001, 2003)
(see alsoBresnan et al. 2013), adjuncts normally appear in distinguished c-structural
positions.

• In this talk, I will focus on the related question of ‘optional transitivity’. On the one hand,
there are verbs that are ‘semantically transitive’ (perhaps ‘relational’ is a better characteriza-
tion), but which can leave their second argument unexpressed; e.g.eat. On the other hand,
there are verbs that are ‘semantically intransitive’, but which can express a ‘cognate object’;
e.g. laugh.

∗This talk is based on joint work with Gianluca Giorgolo (King’s College, London). This research was supported
by an Early Researcher Award from the Ontario Ministry of Research and Innovation (Asudeh), NSERC Discovery
Grant #371969 (Asudeh), SSHRC Standard Research Grant #410-2010-1841 (Toivonen) and by a grant from the John
Fell Oxford University Press Research Fund (Asudeh).
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1.1 Main Claims and Questions

• I will present some initial developments in a theory of adjuncts and arguments, building on
recent work byNeedham and Toivonen(2011), that uses LFG and Glue Semantics (Dalrym-
ple 1999, 2001, Asudeh 2012) to treat the argument/adjunct distinction not narrowly asan
issue of syntactic representation, but rather as a distinction that primarily concerns semantic
composition.1

• The main questions the following:

1. What are the implications of optional arguments, such as unexpressedPATIENTs, and
‘derived arguments’, such as cognate objects, for the mapping from syntax to seman-
tics?

2. How can lexical generalizations about optional and derived arguments best be cap-
tured?

• I will look at two cases:

1. Optional objects of semantically relational verbs (e.g., drink, eat)

2. Cognate objects (e.g.,laugh a cruel laugh, die a peaceful death)

• A simple but insightful analysis of optional and derived arguments at the syntax–semantics
interface can be provided based on established features of Lexical-Functional Grammar with
Glue Semantics:

1. Mismatches are allowed between distinct structures in the grammaticalarchitecture.
For example, an argument is not necessarily realized as a grammatical function in f-
structure. As another example, a null pronominal realizes agrammatical function at
f-structure, but is not represented at c-structure.

2. Optionality, offered by the regular language of LFG’s functional descriptions in lexi-
cal entries (Kaplan and Bresnan 1982, Dalrymple 2001).

3. Flexible semantic composition, offered by the commutative glue logic of Glue Se-
mantics (Dalrymple 1999, 2001, Asudeh 2012).

4. Resource-sensitive semantic composition, again offered by the glue logic.

5. Generalizations over descriptions, offered by templates (Dalrymple et al. 2004,
Asudeh et al. 2008, Asudeh 2012). .

2 Overview of the Rest of the Talk
3. Some key data
4. The problem
5. An informal sketch of the approach

6. Background (LFG and Glue Semantics)
7. Analysis (optional arguments, cognate objects)
8. Conclusion

1Also see (Giorgolo and Asudeh 2012), which takes a distinct formal approach that uses monads, building on
Giorgolo and Asudeh(2011). However, that paper maintains the key insight that the argument/adjunct distinction is
an issue of semantic composition.
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3 Some Key Data

(1) Any child of Kim’s is unfortunately likely to drink .

(2) Kim ate at noon.

(3) a. Isak quaffed his milk at lunch.

b. * Isak quaffed at lunch.

(4) a. Thora devoured her cake after dinner.

b. *Thora devoured after dinner.

• The distinctions betweendrink/quaff andeat/devour need to be captured lexically somehow
— in other words, it is part of what we know as language speakers thatdrink can drop its
object argument but thatquaff does not.2

• I’ll refer to these sorts of cases as ‘optional arguments’.

• These sorts of optional arguments constitute semanticallyunderlying arguments that are not
syntactically expressed.

• It has been noted (e.g.,Fillmore 1986) that there may be restrictions on implicit arguments
that are absent for their explicit counterparts:

(5) a. Fido ate this morning.
⇒ Whatever Fido ate counts as food for Fido

b. Fido ate my homework.
6⇒ My homework counts as food for Fido

(6) a. Kim drank last night.
⇒ Whatever Kim drank last night is alcoholic/intoxicating

b. Kim drank milk last night.
6⇒ Milk is alcoholic/intoxicating

• In many respects, ‘cognate objects’ constitute the opposite scenario, in which a verb that
is not normally transitive can appear with a restricted kindof object (among others,Jones
1988, Massam 1990).

(7) a. Kim laughed a cruel laugh.

b. His uncle laughed a loud guffaw. (Google)

c. Kim laughed the most startling laugh we had ever heard.

d. *Kim laughed Sandy.

e. *Kim laughed a pizza.

f. *Kim laughed every laugh last night.

• Cognate objects are not underlying arguments, because they don’t passivize (Jones 1988).

(8) *A cruel laugh was laughed by Kim.

2It has been noted (e.g.,Jackendoff 2002) that this may be predictable based on semantic factors, since devour-
ing/quaffing is a particular manner of eating/drinking, etc., but this would just seem to mean that the lexical general-
ization may be stated in a more general fashion, perhaps in a hierarchically organized lexicon, not that it is not part of
lexical knowledge.
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(9) *A gruesome death was died by John. (Jones 1988: 91)

(10) *An uneventful life was lived by Harry. (Jones 1988: 91)

(11) *A weary sigh was sighed by Bill. (Jones 1988: 91)

• Nevertheless, unbounded dependencies can target the cognate object (Jones 1988).

(12) a. What sort of a death did John die?

b. What a (gruesome) death John died!

• In LFG-theoretic terms, the passive and extraction data together indicates that the cognate
object does not receive a thematic role (it is not a semantic argument), but does fill theOBJ

grammatical function in f-structure.

• In contrast, standard syntactic tests such as pronominalization, ellipsis, and secondary pred-
ication do not support anOBJECTat f-structure when the second argument is unexpressed:

(13) a. Kim drank a beer, but it turned out to be Sandy’s.

b. *Kim drank, but it turned out to be Sandy’s.

(14) a. Kim is eating a cake, and so is Sandy. (strict or sloppy)

b. Kim is eating, and so is Sandy. (sloppy only)

(15) a. Kim drank the whiskey neat.

b. *Kim drank neat.

• Optional arguments are thus underlying arguments that are not syntactically expressed,
whereas cognate objects are syntactically expressed but are not underlying arguments.

• Cognate objects thus count as ‘derived arguments’, in the sense ofNeedham and Toivonen
(2011), who review a number of other cases in which a syntactic phrase seems to be an
adjunct in some ways, but an argument in others. For example,passiveby-phrases and
with-instrumentals also fall into this class. I’ll leave these other cases aside here, but there
are semantic derivations at the end of the paper for: a short passive, aby-passive, and a
with-instrumental.

4 The Problem

• The semantic function that arguments play is typically tiedto their obligatory realization in
syntax, with optionality often taken to be a hallmark of adjuncts.

• Optional arguments would seem to uncontroversially be arguments according to any plausi-
ble semantic criterion, but are nevertheless syntactically optional.

• Cognate objects may be analysed as underlying arguments (Massam 1990, Sailer 2010) or
not (Jones 1988) — both moves seem plausible and both sorts of arguments havebeen made
in the literature.

• Most solutions to this valency problem can be characterizedas some version of the solution
of Bresnan(1978), which proposes two distinct versions of, e.g., the verbeat.

(16)
eat: V, [ NP ], NP1 ‘eat’ NP2

[ ], (∃ y) NP1 ‘eat’ y
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• However, this kind of approach is clearly unappealing, because it basically posits an ambi-
guity for each relevant verb and misses the generalization that, e.g., the ‘eating’ is the same
sort of thing in both cases.

• The challenge is to capture the core argument structure of verb classes that display optional
or derived arguments in a way that:

1. Doesn’t simply treat distinct valencies as accidentallyrelated (homonymous).

2. Supports a systematic semantic treatment of optional andderived arguments.

3. Enables semantic restrictions on optional arguments to be stated.

4. Captures commonalities between derived arguments and adjuncts

5 An Informal Sketch of The Approach

• The basic strategy will be to break apart lexical information in such a way that, for example,
a transitive verb with an optional object can supply semantic information about the implicit
object just in case the object is unexpressed. However, a single lexical entry for the verb
handles both the intransitive and transitive instantiation of the verb.

• We can exemplify the general approach with the following schematized lexical entry foreat:

(17) Kim ate at noon.

(18) ate V (↑ PRED) = ‘eat’

F-structure constraints

Obligatory Glue meaning constructor;
encodes general semantic information that is
common to transitive and intransitive uses

(Optional Glue meaning constructor;
encodes semantic information that is
specific to the intransitive use)

• The PRED feature of this lexical entry does not encode whether it is transitive or instransi-
tive. We assume that subcategorization of grammatical functions other than expletives is not
represented at f-structure, but is rather captured by resource-sensitive semantic composition
(Kuhn 2001, Asudeh 2012). If this were not the case, the formal f-structure description
language would force a disjunctive lexical entry, but for theoretically uninteresting reasons
(also seeGiorgolo and Asudeh 2012for further discussion).

• The lexical entry in (18) is different from the disjunctive lexical entries suggested byBresnan
(1978), in an important respect. The two Glue meaning constructors in (18) do not stand in
a purely disjunctive relationship, whereas the two optionsin (16) do.

• The logic of the relevant part of the entry in (18) can be represented asA ⊻ (A ∧ B), where
A is the obligatory meaning constructor,B is the optional meaning constructor, and⊻ is
exclusive disjunction. In contrast, the logic of the lexical entry in (16) is purely disjunc-
tive: A ∨ B , whereA is the transitive option andB is the intransitive option. Observe that
(A ⊻ (A ∧ B)) 6≡ (A ⊻ B).
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6 Background

6.1 Lexical-Functional Grammar

• LFG is a declarative, constraint-based linguistic theory (Kaplan and Bresnan 1982).

• The motivation behind LFG is to have a theory that contributes in three ways to our under-
standing of language:

1. Theory, including language universals and typology

2. Psycholinguistics, including language acquisition

3. Computational linguistics, including automatic parsingand generation, machine trans-
lation, and language modelling

• The grammatical architecture of LFG posits that different kinds of linguistic information are
modelled by distinct data structures, all of which are present simultaneously.

• Structures are related by functions, called correspondence or projection functions., which
map elements of one structure to elements of another.

• This architecture is a generalization of the architecture of Kaplan and Bresnan(1982) and is
called theParallel Projection Architecture or Correspondence Architecture (Kaplan 1987,
1989, Halvorsen and Kaplan 1988, Asudeh 2006, 2012, Asudeh and Toivonen 2009).

• Syntax: constituent structure (c-structure) and functional structure (f-structure).

• C-structure is represented by phrase structure trees:

1. Word order

2. Dominance

3. Constituency

4. Syntactic categories

• F-structure is represented by feature structures (also known as attribute value matrices):

1. Grammatical functions, such asSUBJECTandOBJECT

2. Case

3. Agreement

4. Tense and aspect

5. Local dependencies (e.g., control and raising)

6. Unbounded dependencies (e.g., question formation, relative clause formation)

Form Meaning
• • • • • • • •

phonological
string

morphological
structure

prosodic
structure

constituent
structure

functional
structure

semantic
structure

information
structure

model
π µ ρ φ σ ι ω

Γ = ω ◦ ι ◦ σ ◦ φ ◦ ρ ◦ µ ◦ π

Figure 1: The Correspondence Architecture, pipeline version (based onAsudeh 2012)
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6.1.1 Examples

(19) CP

DP

who

C′

C

did

IP

DP

you

I′

VP

V′

V

say

CP

C′

IP

I′

VP

V′

V

injured

DP

himself









































































PRED ‘say〈SUBJ,COMP〉’

UDF

[

PRED ‘pro’
PRONTYPE WH

]

SUBJ

[

PRED ‘pro’
PERSON 2

]

COMP





































PRED ‘injure〈SUBJ,OBJ〉’
SUBJ

OBJ

















PRED ‘pro’
PRONTYPE REFL

PERSON 3
NUMBER SING

GENDER MASC

















TENSE PAST

MOOD DECLARATIVE
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MOOD INTERROGATIVE
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φ

φ

φ

φ

(20) IP

I′

I0

Joi- n©

VP

V′

DP

vettä

































PRED ‘drink〈SUBJ,OBJ〉’
TENSE PAST

SUBJ







PRED ‘pro’
PERSON 1
NUMBER SG







OBJ







PRED ‘water’
PERSON 3
NUMBER SG







































IP

DP

I

I′

VP
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V0

drank

DP

water
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6.2 Glue Semantics

• Glue Semantics (Dalrymple 1999, 2001, Asudeh 2004, 2005, 2012, Lev 2007, Kokkonidis
2008) is a theory of semantic composition and the syntax–semantics interface.

• Gluemeaning constructors are obtained from lexical items instantiated in particularsyntac-
tic structures.

(21) M : G

M is a term from some representation of meaning, ameaning language, andG is a term
of the Glue logic that sticks meanings together, i.e. performs composition. The colon is an
uninterpreted pairing symbol.

• Linear logic (Girard 1987) serves as the Glue logic (Dalrymple et al. 1993, 1999a,b).

• The meaning constructors are used as premises in a (linear logic) proof that consumes the
lexical premises to produce a sentential meaning.

• A successful Glue proof for a sentence terminates in a meaning constructor of typet :

(22) Γ ⊢ M : Gt

• Alternative derivations from the same set of premises→ semantic ambiguity (e.g., scope)

• Linear logic is aresource logic: each premise in valid linear logic proof must be used exactly
once.

• As discussed in detail byDalrymple et al.(1999a), Glue Semantics is essentially a type-
logical theory and is thus related to type-logical approaches to Categorial Grammar (Morrill
1994, Moortgat 1997, Carpenter 1997, Jäger 2005).

• The key difference between Glue and Categorial Grammar concerns grammatical archi-
tecture, particularly the conception of the syntax–semantics interface (Asudeh 2004, 2005,
2006). Glue Semantics posits a strict separation between syntaxand semantics, such that
there is a syntax that is separate from the syntax of semanticcomposition. Categorial Gr-
mamar rejects the separation of syntax from semantic composition.

• I assume a small, rather weak fragment of linear logic, multiplicative intuitionistic linear
logic (MILL ; Asudeh 2004, 2005).

• Three proof rules of this fragment are of particular interest here: elimination for⊗ (multi-
plicative conjunction) and introduction and elimination for linear implication⊸ .

Application : Impl. Elim. Abstraction : Impl. Intro. Pairwise substitution : Conj. Elim.

·
·
·

a : A

·
·
·

f : A⊸B
⊸E

f (a) : B

[x : A]1
·
·
·

f : B
⊸I,1

λx .f : A⊸B

·
·
·

a : A⊗B

[x : A]1 [y : B ]2
·
·
·

f : C
⊗E,1,2

let a be x × y in f : C

Figure 2: Linear logic proof rules with Curry-Howard correspondence
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(23) Bo chortled.

(24) bo : b chortle : b⊸ c
⊸E

chortle(bo) : c

• Anaphora in Glue Semantics are typically treated as functions on their antecedents (Dalrym-
ple et al. 1999c, Dalrymple 2001). This is a kind of a variable-free treatment of anaphora,
which has also been adopted in certain Categorial Grammar analyses (Jacobson 1999, Jäger
2005, among others), although the two variable-free traditionsdeveloped separately.

• A variable-free treatment of anaphora is quite natural in Glue, because the commutative
linear logic allows anaphora to combine directly with theirantecedents, in opposition to the
kind of intervening operations that are necessary for variable-free anaphoric resolution in
non-commutative Categorial Grammar.

• The meaning constructor for a pronominal has the following general form, where↑ is the
f-structure of the pronoun and↑σ is itsσ-projection in sem-structure:

(25) λz .z × z : (↑σ ANTECEDENT) ⊸ [(↑σ ANTECEDENT)⊗↑σ]

• The pronoun’s type is therefore〈σ, 〈σ, τ〉〉, whereσ is the type of the antecedent andτ is
the type of the pronoun. I here assume that bothσ andτ are typee (individuals).

(26) Bo fooled himself.

(27)
Bo
bo : b

himself
λz.z × z : b⊸ (b⊗ p)

⊸E

bo × bo : b⊗ p

[x : b]1
fooled
λuλv.fool(u, v) : b⊸ p⊸ f

⊸E

λv .fool(x , v) : p⊸ f [y : p]2

⊸E

fool(x , y) : f
⊗E,1,2

let bo × bo be x × y in fool(x , y) : f
⇒β

fool(bo, bo) : f
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IP

(↑ SUBJ) = ↓
DP

Kim

↑ = ↓
I′

↑ = ↓
VP

↑ = ↓
VP

ate

↓ ∈ (↑ ADJ)
PP

at noon
















PRED ‘eat’

SUBJ
[

PRED ‘Kim’
]

ADJ

{

[

“at noon”
]

}

TENSE PAST

















e

















REL eat

EVENT ev
[ ]

ARG1
k
[ ]

ARG2
p
[ ]

















Figure 3: C-structure, f-structure, and semantic structurefor Kim ate at noon.

φ

φ

σ

σ

7 Analysis

• Butt et al.(1997) treat argument structure (a-structure) as a level interpolated between con-
stituent structure and functional structure, such that thecorrespondence functionφ can be
understood as the composition of the correspondence functionsα (from c-structure to a-
structure) andλ (from a-structure to f-structure).

• We instead assume an alternative architecture that does away with theλ-projection, theλ
correspondence function, and theθ correspondence function. Argument structure is cap-
tured in semantic structure instead. Some of the benefits of this approach are as follows:

1. We achieve a simplified architecture, which eliminates a separate a-structure projec-
tion, without losing information.

2. We do not lose linking relations and they are still post-constituent structure.

3. Many of the meaning constructors for semantic composition are more elegant and
simplified.

4. We regain the simple, traditionalφ mapping from c-structure to f-structure.

5. We gain a connected semantic structure.

• Figure3 shows relevant structures and correspondences for the following example:

(28) Kim ate at noon.

• Since we will be assuming an event semantics for our meaning language, such that thematic
roles are functions from events to individuals (Parsons 1990), we avoid redundancy in the
argument structure by using attributes likeARG1 instead ofAGENT, etc.

• If an alternative meaning language that does not encode thematic roles is used, it may be
preferable to represent the nature of the arguments directly in a-structure, using the more
specific attributes.
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7.1 Optional Arguments

• Optional arguments are semantic arguments that can be syntactically unexpressed, as exem-
plified by the optional transitivity ofeat anddrink versusdevour andquaff.

• In semantic composition, our analysis simultaneously existentially closes the argument that
is alternatively expressed by the object — capturing the fact that even though the argument is
unexpressed, it is still an understood argument — and appropriately restricts the existentially
closed argument (Fillmore 1986).

• For example, the existentially closed argument ofdrink is an intoxicating beverage and that
of eat is food.3

• Moreover, the predicate that expresses this in the semantics must be a relation that also takes
the subject as an argument. That is, it is not enough, e.g., for the unexpressed argument to
be edible, it must be ediblefor the subject. Contrast the following:

(29) My cousin Kim ate with gusto last night.

(30) My cow Kim ate with gusto last night.

• My cousin Kim and my cow Kim eat different sorts of things, andour understanding of
these sentences reflects that.4

• The lexical entry forate is shown in (32) and the Glue proof for example (31) is shown in
Figure5, assuming other standard premises as appropriate and with premises instantiated as
per Figure3.

(31) Kim ate at noon.

(32) ate V
(↑ PRED) = ‘eat’
(↑ TENSE) = PAST

(↑ SUBJ)σ = (↑σ ARG1)
(↑σ ARG2)

λyλxλe.eat(e) ∧ agent(e) = x ∧ patient(e) = y :
(↑σ ARG2)⊸ (↑σ ARG1)⊸ (↑σ EVENT)⊸ ↑σ
(

λPλy∃x .[P(x )(y) ∧ food .for(x , y)] :
[(↑σ ARG2)⊸ (↑σ ARG1)⊸ ↑σ]⊸ [(↑σ ARG1)⊸ ↑σ]

)

• The predicatefood .for(x , y) is interpreted such thatx is food fory .

• It is straightforward to swap the order of arguments of a function directly in the Glue proof,
as shown in (33).

3This information is perhaps better treated as a presupposition or conventional implicature than a straight entail-
ment, but we leave this aside here, since it would be straightforward to augment the analysis in standard ways to
capture this aspect.

4This is not obvious fordrink, but it seems to be equally the case. For example if Dr. McCoy fromStar Trek utters
“Every subject drank”, referring to a group of alien beings in his lab, we expect that each subject drank something
compatible with its biology (see alsoGiorgolo and Asudeh 2012).
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(33) λyλx .f (x , y) : a⊸ b⊸ c [v : a]1

λx .f (x , v) : b⊸ c [u : b]2

f (u, v) : c
⊸I,1

λv .f (u, v) : a⊸ c
⊸I,2

λuλv .f (u, v) : b⊸ a⊸ c
⇒α

λxλy .f (x , y) : b⊸ a⊸ c

• I therefore adopt the convention of choosing a version of thelexically specified function in
question that is convenient for the larger proof, abbreviating the function aseat ′, etc., until
the final line of proofs, when the abbreviation is unpacked.

• The same lexical entry in (32) is used for the analysis of an example like this:

(34) Kim ate the cake at noon.

• In this case the resource sensitivity of Glue Semantics (Asudeh 2004, 2012) ensures that the
optional premise cannot be selected.

• The obligatory premise is the only consumer of the object resource in the relevant resource
pool.

• If the optional premise is also in the resource pool, then theoptional premise acts as a
modifier of the obligatory premise, as shown below, such thatthere is no longer a consumer
for the object premise.

• Therefore, selection of the optional premise leads to a successful Glue proof if and only if
there is no object resource. If the object is expressed and therefore contributes a resource,
the optional premise is not selected and the obligatory premise consumes its object as per
usual. The proof for (34) is shown in Figure6.

• What about obligatory transitives, such asdevour andquaff, which do not allow their objects
to be unexpressed (see (3) and (4) above)? The lexical entries for these verbs lack the
optional, modificational premise:

(35) devoured V
(↑ PRED) = ‘devour’
(↑ TENSE) = PAST

(↑ SUBJ)σ = (↑σ ARG1)
(↑ OBJ)σ = (↑σ ARG2)

λyλxλe.devour(e) ∧ agent(e) = x ∧ patient(e) = y :
(↑σ ARG2)⊸ (↑σ ARG1)⊸ (↑σ EVENT)⊸ ↑σ

• Resource-sensitive composition ensures that predicates like this must have an expressed
object that contributes theARG2 resource; otherwise the dependency on this resource is not
properly discharged and there is no valid Glue proof.
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7.2 Scope

• Fodor and Fodor(1980) note that a quantifier in subject position must take wide scope over
the existentially closed implicit argument of a syntactically intransitive but semantically
relational verb:5

(36) Every student ate.
⇒For every student x, there is some thing y such that x ate y.
6⇒There is some thing y such that, for every student x, x ate y.

• Our analysis captures this scope generalization.

• The quantifier and the optional premise contributed by the verb ate both constitute depen-
dencies on a dependency on the subject. That is, both the quantifier and the optional premise
are consumers of a premise that can be schematized assubj ⊸ predicate.

• There is only one such premise (the verb’s premise, having consumed the implicit argu-
ment’s resource).

• The optional premise, however, is a modifier-type premise that outputs the same dependency
again.

• Therefore, the quantifier can consume the output of the optional premise.

• In contrast, the quantifier does not output a premise of this type, but rather one of a propo-
sitional type. Therefore, the optional premise cannot consume the output of the quantifier.

• This means that the quantifier must come later in the proof, which entails that it scopes wide.

• The successful proof for the wide scope reading is shown in Figure7.6

5This claim has been refined byLasersohn(1993), based on distributed readings, but he does not seem to have
found the correct generalization. This is discussed further in Giorgolo and Asudeh(2012).

6Our approach allows the subject quantifier and existential event closure to scope freely with respect to each other,
since examples like (36) are ambiguous between a single event of every student eating and separate events of each
student eating. The proof in Figure7 captures only the first of these readings.
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IP

(↑ SUBJ) = ↓
DP

Kim

↑ = ↓
I′

↑ = ↓
VP

↑ = ↓
V′

laughed

(↑ OBJ) = ↓
DP

a crazy laugh














PRED ‘laugh’

SUBJ
[

PRED ‘Kim’
]

OBJ
[

“a crazy laugh”
]

TENSE PAST















l











REL laugh

EVENT ev
[ ]

ARG1
k
[ ]











Figure 4: C-structure, f-structure, and semantic structurefor Kim laughed a crazy laugh

φ

φ

φ

σ

σ

7.3 Cognate Objects

• The lexical entry forlaughed is shown in (38) and the Glue proof for example (37) is shown
in Figure8, assuming other standard premises as appropriate and with premises instantiated
as per Figure4.

(37) Kim laughed a crazy laugh.

(38) laugh V
(↑ PRED) = ‘laugh’
(↑ TENSE) = PAST

(↑ SUBJ)σ = (↑σ ARG1)

λxλe.laugh(e) ∧ agent(e) = x :
(↑σ ARG1)⊸ (↑σ EVENT)⊸ ↑σ

• The cognate object is treated compositionally like an adjunct (Sailer 2010), in that it does
not map to an argument in semantic structure and in how it composes (as a modifier), but
note that it is in fact anOBJ in f-structure.

• This accounts for the object-like syntactic behaviour of the cognate object, without forcing
us to treat it as an underlying argument or postulating a transitive version oflaugh.
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8 Conclusion

• I have provided an analysis of optional arguments, such as unexpressedPATIENTs, and de-
rived arguments, such as cognate objects, which treats the phenomena as essentially a prob-
lem of semantic composition.

• The analysis is based on established features of Lexical-Functional Grammar with Glue
Semantics:

1. Mismatches are allowed between distinct structures in the grammaticalarchitecture.
For example, an argument is not necessarily realized as a grammatical function in f-
structure. As another example, a null pronominal realizes agrammatical function at
f-structure, but is not represented at c-structure.

2. Optionality, offered by the regular language of LFG’s functional descriptions in lexi-
cal entries (Kaplan and Bresnan 1982, Dalrymple 2001).

3. Flexible semantic composition, offered by the commutative glue logic of Glue Se-
mantics (Dalrymple 1999, 2001, Asudeh 2012).

4. Resource-sensitive semantic composition, again offered by the glue logic.
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PAST

λP∃e.[P(e) ∧ past(e)] :
(ev ⊸ e)⊸ e

at noon
λPλe ′′.[P(e ′′) ∧ at .noon(e ′′)] :
(ev ⊸ e)⊸ (ev ⊸ e)

ate (opt.)
λPλy∃x .[P(x )(y) ∧ food .for(x , y)] :
[p⊸ k ⊸ e]⊸ k ⊸ e

ate
eat ′ :
ev ⊸ p⊸ k ⊸ e [e′ : ev]1

eat ′(e ′) : p⊸ k ⊸ e

λy∃x .[eat ′(e ′)(x )(y) ∧ food .for(x , y)] : k ⊸ e

Kim
kim :
k

∃x .[eat ′(e ′)(x )(kim) ∧ food .for(x , kim)] : e
⊸I,1

λe ′∃x .[eat ′(e ′)(x )(kim) ∧ food .for(x , kim)] : ev ⊸ e

λe ′′∃x .[eat ′(e ′′)(x )(kim) ∧ food .for(x , kim) ∧ at .noon(e ′′)] : ev ⊸ e

∃e∃x .[eat ′(e)(x )(kim) ∧ food .for(x , kim) ∧ at .noon(e) ∧ past(e)] : e
⇒β

∃e∃x .[eat(e) ∧ agent(e) = kim ∧ patient(e) = x ∧ food .for(x , kim) ∧ at .noon(e) ∧ past(e)] : e

Figure 5: Proof forKim ate at noon.

PAST

λP∃e.[P(e) ∧ past(e)] :
(ev ⊸ e)⊸ e

at noon
λPλe ′.[P(e ′) ∧ at .noon(e ′)] :
(ev ⊸ e)⊸ (ev ⊸ e)

ate
eat ′ :
c⊸ k ⊸ ev ⊸ e

the cake
ιx .[cake(x )] :
c

eat ′(ιx .[cake(x )]) : k ⊸ ev ⊸ e

Kim
kim :
k

eat ′(ιx .[cake(x )])(kim) : ev ⊸ e

λe ′.[eat ′(ιx .[cake(x )])(kim)(e ′) ∧ at .noon(e ′)] : ev ⊸ e

∃e.[eat ′(ιx .[cake(x )])(kim)(e) ∧ at .noon(e) ∧ past(e)] : e
⇒β

∃e.[eat(e) ∧ agent(e) = kim ∧ patient(e) = ιx .[cake(x )] ∧ at .noon(e) ∧ past(e)] : e

Figure 6: Proof forKim ate the cake at noon.
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PAST

λP∃e.[P(e) ∧ past(e)] :
(ev ⊸ e)⊸ e

every student
λP∀z .[student(z ) → P(z )] :
∀X .[(s⊸X )⊸X ]

ate (opt.)
λPλy∃x .[P(x )(y) ∧ food .for(x , y)] :
[p⊸ s⊸ e]⊸ s⊸ e

ate
eat ′ :
ev ⊸ p⊸ s⊸ e [e′ : ev]1

eat ′(e ′) : p⊸ s⊸ e

λy∃x .[eat ′(e ′)(x )(y) ∧ food .for(x , y)] : s⊸ e
∀E [e/X]

∀z .[student(z ) → ∃x .[eat ′(e ′)(x )(z ) ∧ food .for(x , z )]] : e
⊸I,1

λe ′∀z .[student(z ) → ∃x .[eat ′(e ′)(x )(z ) ∧ food .for(x , z )]] : ev ⊸ e

∃e.[∀z .[student(z ) → ∃x .[eat ′(e ′′)(x )(z ) ∧ food .for(x , z )]] ∧ at .noon(e ′′) ∧ past(e)] : e
⇒β

∃e.[∀z .[student(z ) → ∃x .[eat(e) ∧ agent(e) = z ∧ patient(e) = x ∧ food .for(x , z )]] ∧ at .noon(e) ∧ past(e)] : e

Figure 7: Proof for subject wide scope reading ofEvery student ate.

PAST

λP∃e.[P(e) ∧ past(e)] :
(ev ⊸ l)⊸ l

·
·
·

a crazy laugh
λPλe ′.[P(e ′) ∧manner(e ′) = crazy ] :
(ev ⊸ l)⊸ (ev ⊸ l)

laughed
laugh ′ :
k ⊸ ev ⊸ l

Kim
kim :
k

laugh ′(kim) : ev ⊸ l

λe ′.[laugh ′(kim)(e ′) ∧manner(e ′) = crazy ] : ev ⊸ l

∃e.[laugh ′(kim)(e) ∧manner(e) = crazy ∧ past(e)] : l
⇒β

∃e.[laugh(e) ∧ agent(e) = kim ∧manner(e) = crazy ∧ past(e)] : l

Figure 8: Proof forKim laughed a crazy laugh.
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was
λP∃e.[P(e) ∧ past(e)] :
(ev ⊸ e)⊸ e

last night
λPλe ′′.[P(e ′′) ∧ last .night(e ′′)] :
(ev ⊸ e)⊸ (ev ⊸ e)

eaten (opt.)
λP∃x .[P(x )] :
(a⊸ e)⊸ e

eaten
eat ′ :
ev ⊸ k ⊸ a⊸ e [e′ : ev]1

eat ′(e) : k ⊸ a⊸ e

Kim
kim :
k

eat ′(e ′)(kim) : a⊸ e

∃x .[eat ′(e ′)(kim)(x )] : e
⊸I,1

λe ′∃x .[eat ′(e ′)(kim)(x )] : ev ⊸ e

λe ′′∃x .[eat ′(e ′)(kim)(x ) ∧ last .night(e ′′)] : ev ⊸ e

∃e∃x .[eat ′(e)(kim)(x ) ∧ last .night(e) ∧ past(e)] : e
⇒β

∃e∃x .[eat(e) ∧ agent(e) = x ∧ patient(e) = kim ∧ last .night(e) ∧ past(e)] : e

Figure 9: Proof forKim was eaten last night.

was
λP∃e.[P(e) ∧ past(e)] :
(ev ⊸ e)⊸ e

last night
λPλe ′′.[P(e ′′) ∧ last .night(e ′′)] :
(ev ⊸ e)⊸ (ev ⊸ e)

by
λxλP .[P(x )] :
g ⊸ (a⊸ e)⊸ e

Godzilla
godzilla :
g

λP .[P(godzilla)] : (a⊸ e)⊸ e

eaten
eat ′ :
ev ⊸ k ⊸ a⊸ e [e′ : ev]1

eat ′(e) : k ⊸ a⊸ e

Kim
kim :
k

eat ′(e ′)(kim) : a⊸ e

eat ′(e ′)(kim)(godzilla) : e
⊸I,1

λe ′.[eat ′(e ′)(kim)(godzilla)] : ev ⊸ e

λe ′′.[eat ′(e ′)(kim)(godzilla) ∧ last .night(e ′′)] : ev ⊸ e

∃e.[eat ′(e)(kim)(godzilla) ∧ last .night(e) ∧ past(e)] : e
⇒β

∃e.[eat(e) ∧ agent(e) = godzilla ∧ patient(e) = kim ∧ last .night(e) ∧ past(e)] : e

Figure 10: Proof forKim was eaten by Godzilla last night.
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PAST

λP∃e.[P(e) ∧ past(e)] :
(ev ⊸ t)⊸ t

with
λyλPλxλe.[P(x )(e) ∧ animate(x ) ∧ instrument(e) = y ] :
e⊸ (k ⊸ ev ⊸ t)⊸ k ⊸ ev ⊸ t

Excalibur
excalibur :
e

λPλxλe.[P(x )(e) ∧ animate(x ) ∧ instrument(e) = excalibur ] :
(k ⊸ ev ⊸ t)⊸ k ⊸ ev ⊸ t

tapped
tap ′ :
s⊸ k ⊸ ev ⊸ t

Sandy
sandy :
s

tap ′(sandy) : k ⊸ ev ⊸ t

λxλe.[tap ′(sandy)(x )(e) ∧ animate(x ) ∧ instrument(e) = excalibur ] : k ⊸ ev ⊸ t

Kim
kim :
k

λe.[tap ′(sandy)(kim)(e) ∧ animate(kim) ∧ instrument(e) = excalibur ] : ev ⊸ t

∃e.[tap ′(sandy)(kim)(e) ∧ animate(kim) ∧ instrument(e) = excalibur ] : t
⇒β

∃e.[tap(e) ∧ agent(e) = kim ∧ patient(e) = sandy ∧ animate(kim) ∧ instrument(e) = excalibur ∧ past(e)] : t

Figure 11: Proof forKim tapped Sandy with Excalibur.
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